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MONDAY 20 APR 2015 16:51

You carry a name with you forever. Just look at Gwyneth Paltrow's kid, Apple. Apple? That's a fruit for
Christ's sake. Every organic Granny Smith she ever sees is going to remind her she was named after a
fruit. A fruit. 

She might want to go the way of Blur, who were forced to change their name from Seymour in the early
'90s before finding fame. It worked. They went on to become the most evergreen of Britpop's output. With
a new album out next week, we take a look at the best of their back catalogue. The band will be playing a
host of festivals this summer, including Isle of Wight, Benacassim and Splendour in the Grass.   

Song 2 (Blur) - A lot of people don't like Song 2 because they don't think it's very 'Blur'. But this is Blur
down to a T: dangerous, innovative, adventurous. Also, we played FIFA 98 till our thumbs bled, so it's
stuck in the very inner recesses of our psyche, which is no bad thing. 
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Out of Time (Think Tank) - 2003's Think Tank is often described as seminal, and not because the CD
case was covered in manseed after we'd finished with it, such was our enjoyment of the record. We're not
ashamed to admit this. Although the band are much better off with Graham Coxon in the mix, the guitars
on this particular tune signify the diverse range of talent within the group. 

  

Tender (13) - With the London Community Gospel Choir bellowing over Graham Coxon's mellifluous
guitar licks, this GC/DA penned track kicked 13 off in style. 
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For Tomorrow  (Modern Life Is Rubbish) - Almost only because of that second-long staccato guitar intro
announcing Modern Life Is Rubbish, but also because the rest of the track is a bit special as well. After an
unhappy tour in America, Albarn wrote this on Christmas Day in 1992 (we were opening our Lego) as a
paean to England, English music and Britain in general, as evidenced by Albarn's strong, almost
exaggerated accent. 

 

End of a Century (Parklife) - We could pick more or less any tune off Parklife, but it's this whimsical
number we're going to plump for. Not sure if it's the horns, Albarn's plaintive voice or Coxon's hypnotic
guitars. But it's a corker, and that's good enough for us. 
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Bad Day (Leisure) - Spurs won the FA Cup in 1991, the year this came out. That goes to show just how
long ago the great band have been knocking about. This early number is a great indicator of the Britpop
sound which would almost overwhelm the band in the next years but also a hint at the diversity which saw
them through the hard times. 

 

Charmless Man (The Great Escape) - 1995 saw The Great Escape enter the fold, signalling a shift from
the Britpop sound to something more layered and experimental. This tale of the empty lives of outwardly
successful businessmen is a tour de force among the many great tracks on the album. 
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The Universal (The Great Escape) - Two tracks off this album, but trying to pick your favourite track on The
Great Escape is like trying to pick your favourite child. Unless your favourite child is Festival Baby, in
which case it's piss easy.

 

Beetlebum (Blur) - We're big Coxon fans here at FB, and what song better showcases the lead guitarist's
ear for a wonderfully simple but effective guitar lick? The song's aggressive, short-tempered opening
gives way to a beautiful, melodic chorus, a trademark of the band which we're glad to say continues to this
day. 
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Girls and Boys (Parklife) - In the beginning there was Oasis and Blur, and then Blur showed their lasting
power with tracks like this. Upbeat and funky, the irony was lost on music fans at the time who thought it a
celebration rather than mockery of lad culture. The band have never lost that cheeky wit and with the new
album out on April 27th, we can't wait to hear their take on life in 2015. 
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